
a measurable difference!

®

Myrtle Beach, SC
 ■ March 1st to 3rd 
 ■ May 17th to 19th 

 ■ September 6th to 8th 

 ■ October 18th to 20th

Arrive: Thursday afternoon 
Depart: Saturday afternoon 

2018 BRING-A-GUEST
AIRFLOW MEASUREMENT
FOR HIGH PERFORMANCE BUILDINGS

Presents...



Brief | Insight

Visit Myrtle Beach for a two-day 
comprehensive seminar that focuses on 
airflow measurement and control for 
today’s high-performance buildings.

Discover the advantages of airflow 
measurement for today’s high-performance 
buildings.  Get hands on experience from 
the leader in airflow measurement for over 
30 years.  Join the thousands of industry 
professionals who have attended this event 
since  2003.

 ■ Owners
 ■ Engineers
 ■ Commissioning Agents
 ■ Contractors
 ■ Air Balance Professionals
 ■ Energy Managers

The Bring-A-Guest is  
your opportunity to:
 ■ Discover up-to-date technical information on 

how to design, retrofit, operate and maintain 
today’s high-performance green buildings 
through the use of airflow measurement and 
control

 ■ Collaborate with fellow building owners, 
engineers, architects, contractors, test and 
balance agents and other HVAC professionals 
in the industry

 ■ Network at both professional development 
and social events

 ■ Build on your professional accreditation by 
earning up to 7 PDH credits (for qualifying 
states), 1.0 LEED-Specific CE Hour and 1.0 
AIA/CES LU

Who Should Attend:

SPACE IS
LIMITED!



Saturday | Seminars & Golf
EBTRON Facility in Loris, SC

• Continental breakfast at factory
• Building pressurization
• Control strategies
• Building systems demonstrations
• Hamburgers and hot dogs
• Bus to golf course and hotel
• Golf outing (Captain’s choice format)
• Bus to hotel after golf

Thursday | Reception
Reception and Networking with 
Product Demonstrations 

House of Blues in North Myrtle Beach, SC

• Product/application demonstrations
• Cocktail reception with heavy hors d’oeuvres
• Shuttle bus service provided

Friday | Seminars
EBTRON Facility in Loris, SC

• Bus to EBTRON from hotel
• Continental breakfast at factory
• Airflow measurement technology 
• Comparative testing
• Low-country lunch
• Outdoor airflow measurement & control
• DCV Strategies
• Bus to hotel
• Bus to Rioz and return to hotel after dinner

Company | History

EBTRON introduced the first economically 
viable thermal dispersion airflow measuring 
device for HVAC applications in the early 
1980’s. The Company pioneered outdoor 
airflow measurement for control later that 
decade.

EBTRON’s continued commitment to new 
product development has allowed the 
Company to remain the leader in its field 
after more than 30 years of operation. 
EBTRON truly is a measurable difference!

Company | Mission

EBTRON’s management philosophy starts 
with a no-compromise approach to design, 
manufacturing, application and support. 
Its innovative measurement solutions have 
made EBTRON one of the most respected 
and trusted manufacturers in the industry.

The Company’s loyal team of more than 
100 employees can attest to its resolve and 
mission to remain the best in the industry. 
While many attempt to copy, none succeed. 
EBTRON is supported by a strong, factory-
trained, representative network in the 
United States, Canada and abroad.



Event | Overview

Hospitality and Product Show

Plan your arrival for Thursday so that you can attend the 
evening reception and engineering demonstrations at 
the Myrtle Beach House of Blues. This opening event is 
hosted by our product designers, application engineers 
and regional sales staff.  The event showcases current 
EBTRON products. Guests are offered an exclusive 
opportunity to handle the products and to speak directly 
with EBTRON’s knowledgeable engineering team. 

Join fellow Bring-A-Guest attendees interested in high-
performance  building design. Network with professionals 
from a broad range of fields in the industry and acquire 
valuable tips and strategies while enjoying a full open bar 
and a selection of heavy hors d’oeuvres at the House of 

Blues.

Airflow Measurement Seminar

Friday morning’s seminar covers all major airflow 
measurement technologies and finishes with several eye-

opening live demonstrations.

Low Country Lunch

Seminar attendees are treated to a “Low Country” lunch 
prepared and served by EBTRON factory staff that 
showcases South Carolina’s local cuisine.  Lunch includes 
southern BBQ, deep fried turkey, chicken bog and a low 
country shrimp boil.

Indoor Air Quality Seminar

The afternoon seminar focuses on IAQ, ASHRAE 62.1 
and demand control ventilation (DCV).  Gain insight as to 
why airflow must be measured and controlled.  Improve 
traditional DCV and learn advanced techniques that 
ensure IAQ, standard compliance and reduced energy 

costs.

President’s Dinner

The Friday seminar agenda is topped off with the 
President’s Dinner at Rioz Brazilian Steakhouse. 
Dining in a Brazilian Steakhouse has been compared 
to having a well orchestrated ballet serve each guest’s 
dinner. From the moment guests are seated they are 
welcomed to an extensive salad bar of hot and cold 
seasonal favorites, which features seafood and sushi. A 
continuous table-side service with savory choices of more 
than 15 different cuts of beef, pork, lamb, and poultry are 
prepared and presented by their Gauchos.

Pressurization Seminar

Learn about building pressure and its role in thermal 
comfort and IAQ.  Discover why airflow measurement 
is paramount to building and space pressure control.  
Understand how to integrate dilution ventilation control 
strategies with pressurization strategies to avoid control 

conflicts.

Control Strategy  Seminar

Discover time-tested control strategies that provide 
proper outdoor air delivery while maintaining building 
pressure.  Learn how to properly locate/apply airflow 
measurement devices and write effective control 
sequences that make your projects work.

Golf Outing 

Join us for golf after the Saturday morning seminar.  All 
skill levels welcome!  We play a “captain’s choice” which 
in some areas is known as a “scramble”.  Each player hits 
a ball then selects the best one for the next shot.   That 
continues until the ball is holed out.   Lots of fun and 
prizes.

Lodging & Transportation

Work hard, play hard and rest easy!  Enjoy a three night 
stay at one of Myrtle Beach’s well-appointed hotels. 
Guests will be provided transportation from the hotel to 
the seminars and social activities hosted by EBTRON.


